Geneva National Internship Program Info

INFORMATION ABOUT GENEVA NATIONAL
- Three championship golf courses designed by Arnold Palmer, Lee Trevino and Gary Player
- Resort, Public and private membership (350 members) totaling in around 90,000 round a year
- Bentgrass greens, tees and fairways
- Geneva National utilizes Toro and Rainbird irrigation systems

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
- Chemical/fertilizer applications and record keeping
- Sprayer and spreader calibrations
- Scouting for disease and insect activity
- Implementation of cultural practices
- General golf course maintenance and set-up
- Completion of intern checklist

WAGES AND benefits
- $9.00-$10.50/hour. Time and a half for overtime, approximately 50hrs/wk
- Free housing on club property
- Golfing privileges
- Lunch daily
- Uniform provided

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Our goal at Geneva National is to provide the best possible learning experience. Students will be provided a checklist to ensure all facets of the ground department operations are covered. Students will have the opportunity to be exposed to a culturally diverse work environment. This will allow students to gain a working knowledge of the Spanish language, which has become and important asset in the industry today. We strongly encourage students to possess knowledge of the game of golf. Candidates must be honest, responsible, hard working, confident and willing to learn. Geneva national is located forty-five minutes SW of Milwaukee and an hour and twenty minutes NW of Chicago.

# OF POSTIONS AVAILABLE: 2 starting spring of 08'

Resumes will be accepted until positions are filled.

Send Resume or Contact by Phone:
Kris Woppert- Palmer Superintendent
Geneva National GC
2200 Petrie Rd.
Lake Geneva, WI 53147
(262)245-8100
kwoppert@gnresort.com